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appropriate as we have now officially implemented our Computing Curriculum, ICT does 
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“Computing and ESafety Policy”.  
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GREENACRE SCHOOL 
INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY AND COMPUTING 

POLICY  
 
The Information and Communication Technology and Computing Policy is part of the School 
Development Plan and aims to outline the school’s Computing curriculum and commitment to e-
safety.  
 
This document is a statement of the aims, principles and strategies for the use of Computing at 
Greenacre School.  We recognise that a high-quality computing education is essential for pupils to 
become responsible, competent, confident and creative participants in an increasingly digital world. 
 
As technology is constantly evolving and becoming more and more universal, it is the duty of 
Greenacre School to ensure that every child in its care is safe.  While it is recognised that e-safety is 
a safeguarding issue and not strictly a Computing issue, the two go hand in hand; therefore this 
policy also reflects the schools’ commitment to protecting and educating pupils and staff in their use 
of technology and to have the appropriate mechanisms to intervene and support any incident where 
appropriate.   
 
Curriculum Development 
At Greenacre School we believe that Computing is an integral part of preparing children to live in a 
world where technology is continuously and rapidly evolving.  Our bespoke Computing curriculum 
has been designed to provide a scaffolded framework of the National Curriculum expectations.  Our 
B and C curriculum splits teaching and learning of Computing into 5 key strands: programming, e-
safety, technology in our lives, multimedia and handling data.  At Greenacre, Computing is made 
accessible to all, ensuring that our pupils are able to use technology to express themselves and 
develop their own ideas, with a view to preparing pupils for the opportunity to gain a qualification 
when they reach Upper School. 
 
Our Computing Rolling Programme is based on our curriculum and has been adapted in conjunction 
with the Rising Stars Switched On Computing Scheme.  All units of teaching and learning are 
differentiated with additional themes and activities built in. 
 
Our school has recently experienced a time of transition from ICT to Computing following the 2014 
National Curriculum changes and recommendations from the Rochford Review.  The Computing 
Lead is responsible for the creation and implementation of the Computing Action Plan which reflects 
plans to further develop and embed the subject at Greenacre School. 
 
Rationale 
Why is Computing important? 

1. To promote sensory awareness and early developmental skills including tracking, hand-eye 
co-ordination, physical control, attention and concentration, and basic ‘cause and effect’. 

2. To provide a medium for motivation and enjoyment. 
3. To give pupils the opportunity to practise and consolidate skills learned in other areas. 
4. To encourage pupils to develop creativity, initiative and independent learning. 
5. To encourage pupils to use ICT tools to investigate, find, explore, analyse, exchange and 

present information responsibly, creatively and with perception. 
6. To give pupils opportunities to gain rapid access to ideas and experiences from a wide 

range of people, communities and cultures. 
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7. To enable pupils to decide when and where to use ICT to best effect. 
8. To extend teaching and learning opportunities in the classroom for both pupils and staff. 
9. To motivate pupils and staff to learn and gain accreditation in ICT. 
10. To equip pupils to use computational thinking and creativity to understand and change the 

world around them. 
11. To develop pupils’ awareness of e-safety, their understanding of how to interact safely with 

others and how to respond to inappropriate content. 
 
Guidelines 

1. Computing is delivered in accordance with National Curriculum guidelines for identified 
pupils.  

2. Pupils will still be assessed against ICT P Levels to help us understand the progress pupils 
are making as we implement our new Computing curriculum. 

3. ICT skills are threaded through our C Curriculum to enable identified pupils to work towards 
achieving a qualification.  

4. Computing should be used to support all curricular areas as well as being taught as a 
discrete subject where appropriate. 

5. Provision should be made for differentiated and appropriate hardware, accessories and 
software to allow all pupils full access to Computing. 

6. The Computing Lead Teacher should keep up to date with current developments in 
technology and Computing and should further develop skills needed to disseminate 
innovations.  

7. E-Safety for all pupils and staff is taken very seriously.  
 
E-Safety 
 
New technologies have become integral to the lives of children and young people in today’s society, 
both in and of. The internet and other digital information and communications technologies are 
powerful tools, which open up new opportunities for everyone. These technologies can stimulate 
discussion, promote creativity and raise awareness of context to promote effective learning. Young 
people should have an entitlement to safe internet access at all times.  
 
This e-Behaviour Agreement is intended to ensure:  

• That staff / volunteers will be responsible users and stay safe while using the internet 
and other communications technologies for educational, personal and recreational use.  

• That Greenacre School ICT systems and users are protected from accidental or 
deliberate misuse that could put the security of the systems and users at risk.  

• That staff / volunteers are protected from potential risk in their use of ICT in their 
everyday work.  

 
Greenacre School will try to ensure that staff / volunteers will have good access to ICT to enhance 
their work, to enhance learning opportunities for children / young people’s learning and will, in return, 
expect staff / volunteers to agree to be responsible users.  
 
E-Behaviour Agreement  
 
I understand that I must use Greenacre School’s ICT systems in a responsible way, to ensure that 
there is no risk to my safety or to the safety and security of the ICT systems and other users. I 
recognise the value of the use of ICT for enhancing learning and will ensure that children / young 
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people receive opportunities to gain from the use of ICT.  I will, where possible, educate the young 
people in my care in the safe use of ICT and embed ESafety in my work with young people.  
 
For my professional and personal safety:  

• I understand that Greenacre School will monitor my use of the ICT systems, email and 
other digital communications.  

•  I understand that the rules set out in this agreement also apply to use of Greenacre 
School ICT systems (e.g. laptops, email, VLE etc) at any time.  

•  I understand that Greenacre School’s ICT systems are primarily intended for 
educational use and that I will only use the systems for personal or recreational use 
within the policies and rules set down by the Governors adopted policy on Acceptable 
Use  

•  I will not disclose my username or password to anyone else, nor will I try to use any 
other person’s username and password.  

•  I will immediately report any illegal, inappropriate or harmful material or incident; I 
become aware of, to the appropriate person.  

• I will be professional in my communications and actions when using Greenacre School 
ICT systems:  

•  I will not access, copy, remove or otherwise alter any other user’s files, without their 
express permission.  

•  I will communicate with others in a professional manner, I will not use aggressive or 
inappropriate language and I appreciate that others may have different opinions.  

•  I will ensure that when I take and / or publish images of others I will do so with their 
permission and in accordance with Greenacre School’s policy on the use of digital / 
video images. I will not use my personal equipment to record these images, unless I 
have permission to do so. Where these images are published it will not be possible to 
identify by name, or other personal information, those who are featured.  

•  I will only use chat and social networking sites in accordance with Greenacre School’s 
policy (please see detailed information below).  

•  I will only communicate with children / young people and parents / carers using official 
Greenacre School’s systems. Any such communication will be professional in tone and 
manner.  

•  I will not engage in any on-line activity that may compromise my professional 
responsibilities.  

 
Greenacre School and the Local Authority have the responsibility to provide safe and secure access 
to technologies and ensure the smooth running of the Greenacre School:  
 

•  When I use my personal hand held / external devices (PDAs / laptops / mobile phones / 
USB devices etc), I will follow the rules set out in this agreement, in the same way as if I 
was using Greenacre School’s equipment. I will also follow any additional rules set by 
Greenacre School about such use. I will ensure that any such devices are protected by 
up to date anti-virus software and are free from viruses.  

•  I will not use personal email addresses on Greenacre School’s ICT systems.  
•  I will not open any attachments to emails, unless the source is known and trusted, due 

to the risk of the attachment containing viruses or other harmful programmes.  
•  I will ensure that my data is regularly backed up, in accordance with relevant Greenacre 

School’s policies.  
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•  I will not try to upload, download or access any materials which are illegal (child sexual 
abuse images, criminally racist material, adult pornography covered by the Obscene 
Publications Act) or inappropriate or may cause harm or distress to others. I will not try 
to use any programmes or software that might allow me to bypass the filtering / security 
systems in place to prevent access to such materials.  

•  I will not try (unless I have permission) to make large downloads or uploads that might 
take up internet capacity and prevent other users from being able to carry out their 
work.  

•  I will not install or attempt to install programmes of any type on a machine, or store 
programmes on a computer, nor will I try to alter computer settings, unless this is 
allowed in Greenacre School’s policies.  

•  I will not disable or cause any damage to Greenacre School’s equipment, or the 
equipment belonging to others.  

•  I will only transport, hold, disclose or share personal information about myself or others, 
as outlined in the Greenacre School Information Security and Computer Usage Policy. 
Where personal data is transferred outside the secure Greenacre School network, it 
must be done so securely.  

•  I understand that data protection policy requires that any staff or child / young person 
data to which I have access, will be kept private and confidential, except when it is 
deemed necessary that I am required by law or by Greenacre School policy to disclose 
such information to an appropriate authority.  

•  I will immediately report any damage or faults involving equipment or software, however 
this may have happened.  

• When using the internet in my professional capacity or for Greenacre School sanctioned 
personal use:  

•  I will ensure that I have permission to use the original work of others in my own work.  
•  Where work is protected by copyright, I will not download or distribute copies (including 

music and videos).  
• I understand that I am responsible for my actions:  
•  I understand that this eBehaviour Agreement applies to my use of Greenacre School 

ICT systems and equipment at any time and my use of personal equipment in situations 
related to my employment by the Greenacre School.  

•  I understand that any online activity, including messages sent and posts made on 
websites, at any time, should not bring my professional role or Greenacre School’s into 
disrepute.  

•  I understand that if I fail to comply with this eBehaviour Agreement, I could be subject to 
disciplinary action. This could include a warning, a suspension, referral to Governors / 
Senior Management and / or the Local Authority, potentially dismissal and in the event 
of illegal activities the involvement of the police.  

 
SOCIAL NETWORKING  
 
Greenacre School recognises the importance of the Internet and mobile communications technology 
in shaping public and internal thinking about the Greenacre School. Greenacre School also 
recognises the value to our staff in joining in and helping shape educational direction through 
blogging and interaction in social media.  
We are committed to supporting rights to interact knowledgeably and socially on the Internet through 
email, blogging and communication in social media. We are also committed to ensuring that all staff 
employed by Greenacre School is aware of their vulnerability to identity theft and the potential threat 
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to their profile and professional standing by posting inappropriate personal information on the internet 
via social networking sites thus leaving an “electronic footprint”, compromising themselves and / or 
the Greenacre School.  
 
It’s not just a matter of personal safety. What seems frivolous or even trivial to you in a friendship 
group could damage your reputation when seen by others. For example, pictures taken at parties and 
posted on a profile can cause embarrassment, or worse, when seen by parents, colleagues and 
employers. Before you post something, ask yourself what impression someone would get from 
seeing your web presence? Can this be linked back to my place of work and cause embarrassment 
or damage my professional role and /or the Greenacre School?  
 
This policy makes clear to all staff the steps necessary to protect themselves and Greenacre School 
in making appropriate decisions about what content is suitable in blogs, personal & public websites, 
postings on wikis, video or picture sharing sites and when responding to comments from posts either 
publically or via email.  
 
Please note that this policy applies only to online content that has a direct or indirect connection or 
link to Greenacre School or that may be inferred as being the opinion of the Greenacre School. The 
policy does not infringe upon your personal interaction or commentary online unless the contents of 
such interaction or commentary are seen as a breach of professional trust between you and the 
Greenacre School.  
 
In order to protect staff from the compromising relationships that exist through professional privilege, 
staff should not enter into social network relationships with pupils or their families unless specifically 
agreed with a member of the school’s leadership team.  
 
Interaction on the Internet and via mobile communication technology  

•  The Professional expectations of confidentiality regarding the day to day functions, 
practices and events that happen within Greenacre School do not change when using 
the internet or mobile communication technology. I understand that I am expected to 
speak respectfully about Greenacre School and our current and potential employees, 
students, and partners.  

•  I will not engage in ‘name calling’ or behaviour that will reflect negatively on Greenacre 
School’s reputation. The use of unfounded or derogatory statements or 
misrepresentation is not viewed favourably and may result in formal disciplinary action. 
Unless given permission by my manager, I am not authorised to speak on behalf of the 
Greenacre School, or to represent that I do so.  

•  Any online presence should not make reference to the Greenacre School, for example, 
I am not authorised to utilise my Greenacre School email address when joining social 
networking sites or making Greenacre School’s supplied email address my primary 
method of contact.  

•  Greenacre School’s logo and name may not be used without explicit permission in 
writing from the Headteacher. This is to prevent the appearance that I speak for or 
represent Greenacre School’s officially.  

•  I recognise that I am legally liable for anything I write or present online. I understand 
that I may be formally disciplined by Greenacre School for commentary, content, or 
images that are defamatory, pornographic, proprietary, harassing, libellous, or that can 
create a hostile work environment. I may also become the subject of litigation by 
colleagues, and any individual or company that views my commentary, content, or 
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images as defamatory, pornographic, proprietary, harassing, libellous or creating a 
hostile work environment.  

•  I will honour the privacy rights of my colleagues by seeking their permission before 
writing about or displaying internal events that might be considered to be a breach of 
their privacy and confidentiality and ensure that Greenacre School’s policy on displaying 
pupil images and information is adhered to.  

•  I recognise that as a member of Greenacre School staff my online opinions, interactions 
and internet presence are influential to the young people that we support and as such 
should always be balanced and appropriate so that no inference of political, sexual or 
racist bias can be construed.  

•  I will not use any personal mobile telephones to either text or telephone any pupils or 
parents. 

 
The above points are not exhaustive and only cover a range of what Greenacre School considers 
confidential and proprietary. If you have any questions about the appropriateness of online 
information released publicly or doubts of any kind, please speak to your line manager or a member 
of the senior leadership team before releasing information that could potentially harm Greenacre 
School, or our staff, students, and Greenacre School Community. 
 
Within the ICT and computing curriculum there should, at all times be an emphasis on e-safety, safe 
internet usage, safe use of social media and how children and young people can protect themselves 
from risks. If at any point there is a concern regarding ICT staff should follow the school’s 
‘Safeguarding Children & Vulnerable Adults’ policy. 
 

 
E-Safety Protocols at Greenacre School (to be read in conjunction with the Safeguarding 
Children and Vulnerable Adults Policy) 

 
Greenacre School is committed to maintaining the safety and welfare of pupils with regards to the 
safe use of the internet both at school and at home.  Greenacre offers a wealth of information to 
pupils, staff and parents around keeping safe on the internet through the curriculum, parent support 
groups and distribution of useful materials. 
 
With regard to ensuring that all pupils are safe whilst using the school-provided internet and systems 
the school uses the “Netsweeper” web filtering and ‘Fortigate’ firewall internet security solution.  This 
system, along with an overview from the school’s IT department, utilises a number of blocks and 
filters to significantly reduce the risks of pupils accessing inappropriate or unsafe materials on the 
school network. 
 
The school recognises that, whilst this system provides a significant layer of e-safety protection to 
pupils, no automated system can be 100% successful in blocking all potential risks and so the 
Designated Safeguarding Lead regularly reviews reports generated by the system to gain a deeper 
understanding of the types of unsafe behaviours pupils may be displaying whilst using the internet.  
This include attempts of unsafe internet search criteria or attempting to view inappropriate material 
linked to abuse, adult content, bullying, criminal activity, radicalisation, substance abuse or suicide. 
 
By gaining this level of information the school is able to offer targeted support and earlier intervention 
to ensure pupils are as safe as possible whilst using the internet in school and are receiving sufficient 
support. 
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Sexting 
 
One of the key issues facing children and young people in the modern age is ‘sexting.’ Childline 
defines ‘sexting’ as “sending and/or receiving: 

- naked pictures or 'nudes' 
- 'underwear shots' 
- sexual or 'dirty pics' 
- rude text messages or videos. 

They can be sent to or from a friend, boyfriend, girlfriend or someone you've met online.” 
 
Greenacre encourages children and young people to discuss their worries and concerns with any 
adult in school and the processes detailed in the school’s ‘Safeguarding Children and Vulnerable 
Adults’ policy will ensure any disclosure is actioned to safeguard the young person. 
 
In the event of disclosure or discovery of a ‘sexting’ incident the Designated Safeguarding Lead in 
conjunction with the headteacher will pay due regard to pages 10 to 19 of the document “Sexting in 
schools and colleges: Responding to incidents and safeguarding young people” published by the UK 
Council for Child Internet Safety (UKCCIS). This national guidance will inform and support any 
resulting action. 
 
For clarity this part of the document has been saved as (appendix 1) to this document. The full 
document can be found at  
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/551575/6.2439_KG_NCA_Se
xting_in_Schools_WEB__1_.PDF 
 
 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
ICT is a vital part of the curriculum in offering pupils an environment where they are given the 
opportunity to be in control, where they can practise reasoning and problem solving skills, and test 
out ideas in a way that ensures their safety. Greenacre School will deliver a curriculum 
incorporating ICT and Computing skills in a way which enables children and young people to gain 
confidence to safely use and navigate ICT and the internet. They and the adults supporting them 
will know where to seek help and advice if they need it and understand what they as individuals 
can do to keep themselves safe online. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/551575/6.2439_KG_NCA_Sexting_in_Schools_WEB__1_.PDF
http://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/551575/6.2439_KG_NCA_Sexting_in_Schools_WEB__1_.PDF
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